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P R O F I L E  
 

Driven, creative, business-minded engineer. Adapt easily, learn quickly, and eager to simplify project executions. 

S K I L L S  
 

Microsoft Excel, PowerPoint, Projects, Visio,  

Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign 

AutoCAD, Revit, SketchUp, Bluebeam, BIM 

OmniPlan, Slack, Trello, Discord, Teams 

English, Chinese 

C++, Python 

Waterfall, Agile, SCRUM 

Make impossible possible 

E D U C A T I O N  
 

Masters in Civil Engineering | California State University of Fullerton | Est. grad. 2022 

PMI-LA Board of Director Vice President of PMO – leading in SCRUM to 
craft data architecture policies and execute information management 

SWE and ASCE new member – ASCE high school day volunteer 

AIA-OC Project Delivery and Emerging Professional Committee Chair 

AIA Connection Magazine contributor 

B.S.  Management Science | University California of San Diego (UCSD) | 2007 

Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternity 

E X P E R I E N C E  
 

Design Manager | DNA design and Architecture | 2019–2020 

Fast-paced agile firm competes for large projects by employing specialized designers to design apartments for the Apple 
Park and notable complexes in City of San Mateo, South San Francisco, Oakland, Alameda, and Los Angeles.  

- Juggled 7 design projects ranging 11-unit to 750-unit, condensing schedules and effectively communicating with 
stake holders.  

- Assisted Owner in selecting parking elevators by engineering specs. with German and Chinese fabricators.  
- Collaborated extensively with landscape architect, civil engineer, and electrical engineer to resolve complex 

problems. E.g., Engineering size and location of stormwater tank for structural, dry utilities and ADA path.  

 

Project Manager | Ball Architecture | 2014–2020 

An apprentice to an architect that designed over 300 high profile homes including San Marino’s first basement turntable 
parking, 13-level home in Los Filos, and a palace for a prince in the U.A.E.  

- Wore multiple hats, learned aggressively, and adapted swiftly. 
- Developed protocols to 5x capacity and invited to be partner in 2017.  
- For 35 projects, tracked project milestones, defined critical paths, won client contacts, presented at City hearings, 

explored all avenues to condense turnaround.   
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- Produced 149-page construction document set for a $75M bluff-top design that used seventy-one caissons.  
- Led discussions with Coastal Commission, City Zoning, Building and safety, and Engineer Geologist to a speedy 

pulling of permit.  
- Incorporated fresh perspectives and global approaches to creative problem solving. E.g., the design of an intimate 

grotto while provided daylight into the basement when authorities suddenly requested to increase setback.  

 

General Contractor | Ball Point Construction | 2018–2020 

Designed and build a Dana Point ADU conversion with an extensive renovation of 2 new kitchens, 3 new bathrooms, 
substantial code upgrades to STC 50 and fire ratings.  

- Hired and scheduled sub-contractors in an agile schedule; directed construction execution. 
- Addressed all City inspector walk-throughs with follow-up repair and approval. 
- Accelerated 2-day plan approvals and built positive relations with City officials. E.g., creating ad-hoc plumbing 

engineering plans per requested.  
- Remarked by City senior planner and inspector as a good-looking project, which sold for 55% above purchase price.  

PM Supervisor | Tons Lighting Manufacturing | 2010–2012 

Tons groups is a top producer for European brands and operates 3 facilities and 1500 employees. As factory 
ambassador, must identify machinery and sequence through 322,000 sq. ft. of factory floor. 

- In an average 8-month attrition rate, promoted 3 times by consistent work and creative approaches. 
- Led team to launch 27 new products following ISO9001 from design, CE/UL lab testing, approving 

assembly manuals, prototype / pilot runs, communicating QA/QC, and on time delivery.  
- Added $1M in sales by automating supply management and renegotiated Philips 100-page contract. 
- Supervised sales team winning contracts with Philips(Netherland), Osram(South Germany), Zumtobel (North 

Germany), and Prolicht (Austria) that totaled $4M (13%) increase in gross sales. 

 
Executive Project Manager | Kuo Kuang Bus Transportation | 2009–2010 

As CEO’s right-hand man, attended all cross functional meetings across 13 companies including the nation’s 
largest bus factory (90% market) and largest fleet operator (900 buses, 1100 employees, 5% profit).  

- Tracked project schedule and issues in the pilot partnership with Beijing Foton to deliver hybrid 
buses in time for the 2010 World Floral Exposition.  

- Developed the first in-seat entertainment system for 74 buses in 6 months, reduced 45% cost, and trained in-
house technicians for the new install, maintenance, and troubleshooting. 

- Keeping pace with assembly line critical path, initiated installs of cable in chassis, after production hours, and 
effectively sourcing materials in the night.  

- Crafted new components into the bus, coordinated with engineers, and established a laboratory to further 
research and ensure system stability.  

 

Technology Analyst | Citibank | 2007 –2008 

Largest team in San Diego, the Bridges Group managed 200 clients and a $200M in investments.  

- Procured and troubleshooted all computer equipment. 
- Replaced manual matching of 2000 account information with Excel automation.  
- Create custom financial and analysis reports in Excel.  

 

I N T E R E S T  
Swimming, running, travelling, reading, learning, improving. 
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Pre-covid — go for a run. 

Post-covid — meditate for 15 min.
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This project accelerated my growth, from an American college 
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the path. This project brought everyone together. 
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exact cost. The Chairman told me to try and 
build it!

STEP 1 — PRO FORMA & FEASIBILITY STEP 2 — LEARN & RESEARCH STEP 3 — PLAN & DECIDE STEP 4 — EXECUTE & COMMIT

Crash course on project management.
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Then I quickly calculated and ordered 20,000pcs of cables directly 
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one checked my work, but luckily my math was alright.

While engineering at night, in the day I work in the factory to assemble and install these 4 AWG 
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How it works.
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